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May/June Speller’s Choice Menu 
 

Choose one activity every night during the months of May and June in order to prepare for your 
spelling test on Friday. Please write the name of the activity at the top of the pagewrite the name of the activity at the top of the pagewrite the name of the activity at the top of the pagewrite the name of the activity at the top of the page and then 

complete the activity.  
 

** Please choose a different activity for each night!**** Please choose a different activity for each night!**** Please choose a different activity for each night!**** Please choose a different activity for each night!**    
 

1.1.1.1. Backwards Spelling: Backwards Spelling: Backwards Spelling: Backwards Spelling: Write your spelling words…backwards! 
 
   Example: tree     eert 
 
 

    
2. . . . Pyramid Words:Pyramid Words:Pyramid Words:Pyramid Words:    Write your words adding one letter at a time. The result will be a pyramid 
shape of words! 

Example: star 
s 
st 
sta 
star 

    
3. Flashcards:Flashcards:Flashcards:Flashcards: Make a set of flashcards for each of your spelling words. Have someone test 
you on your spelling words using your flashcards! 
 

 
4. Spelling City:Spelling City:Spelling City:Spelling City: Go to the website http://www.spellingcity.com and select “Find a List.” Type in 
your teacher’s name. Then, select the unit and week that we are working on. Write “Spelling 
City” on the Speller’s Choice page and have an adult sign it to say you did your words on 
Spelling City! 

 
5. Computer Fun:Computer Fun:Computer Fun:Computer Fun: Use your computer to type your words. Use different fonts and make it 
look really fun! Be sure you print it out and bring it in your folder! Or you can type your 
words in an email and email it to me. 
 

         6.PlayPlayPlayPlay----doh Words: doh Words: doh Words: doh Words: Make each of your spelling words out of play-doh.  
 
         7. Telephone Words:  Telephone Words:  Telephone Words:  Telephone Words:  Translate your words into numbers from a telephone keypad. 
 
    Example: Cat = 228 

 
 


